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ABSTRACT: The fabrication and electrochemistry of a new class of graphene electrodes are presented. Through high-temperature annealing of hydrazine-reduced graphene oxides followed by high-speed centrifugation and size-selected ultrafiltration, flakes of reduced graphene oxides (r-GOs) of nanometer and submicrometer dimensions, respectively, are obtained and separated from the larger ones. Using n-dodecanethiol-modified Au ultramicroelectrodes of appropriately small sizes, quick dipping in dilute suspensions of these small r-GOs allows attachment of only a single flake on the thiol monolayer. The electrodes thus fabricated are used to study the heterogeneous electron transfer (ET) kinetics at r-GOs and the nanoscopic charge transport dynamics at electrochemical interfaces. The r-GOs are found to exhibit similarly high activity for electrochemical ET reactions to metal electrodes. Voltammetric analysis for the relatively slow ET reaction of Fe(CN)₆³⁻ reduction produces slightly higher ET rate constants at r-GOs of nanometer sizes than at large ones. These ET kinetic features are in accordance with the defect-dominant nature of the r-GOs and the increased defect density in the nanometer-sized flakes as revealed by Raman spectroscopic measurements. The voltammetric enhancement and inhibition for the reduction of Ru(NH₃)₆³⁺ and Fe(CN)₆⁴⁻, respectively, at r-GO flakes of submicrometer and nanometer dimensions upon removal of supporting electrolyte are found to significantly deviate in magnitude from those predicted by the electroneutrality-based electromigration theory, which may evidence the increased penetration of the diffuse double layer into the mass transport layer at nanoscopic electrochemical interfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION

As the newest member in the carbon family, graphenes are attracting increasing research interest. Electrochemistry is a particular area in which graphenes have both fundamental and applied significance.¹ On one hand, various novel carbons are always among the electrochemical focuses due to their unique surface chemistry and electronic structures.²,³ Besides, the promise of graphenes in constructing high performance electrodes for ultracapacitors,⁴ fuel cells,⁵ and batteries⁶ requires knowledge of their charge storage and transfer properties.

Chemical-vapor-deposition (CVD) is most capable of producing large area single/few layer of graphenes.⁷ The fabrication of CVD graphene electrodes, however, mostly involves cumbersome sheet transfer and photolithographic processes,⁸,⁹ which not only limit the widespread studies of graphene electrochemistry, but could also result in electrode contamination and even damage.¹⁰ Reduced graphene oxides (r-GOs), which can be generated more facilely and scalably,¹¹ represent another common form of graphenes and are most widely used in various electrochemical energy technologies.⁴,⁵c,⁶ Currently, r-GO-based electrodes, in either fundamental or applied studies, are mostly prepared as relatively thick films on conducting substrates through drop casting,¹² adsorption with self-assembled-monolayer (SAM),¹³ in situ electrochemical reduction, and other methods.¹⁴ The involvement of r-GO sheets of diverse shapes and dimensions and the uncontrolled porosity and accessibility of the electroactive surface areas in the films make the measurements of intrinsic electrochemical properties of graphenes difficult.

In this study, we introduce a type of graphene electrode in which a single r-GO sheet is immobilized on alkylthiol-modified Au electrodes. Our strategy is to separate r-GOs into flakes of different size ranges and use SAM-modified Au ultramicroelectrodes (UME) of appropriately small sizes as substrates to attach flakes of certain size ranges in dilute suspensions, which can effectively reduce the possibility of multiflake immobilization.

The SAMs in most cases form a compact and rigid film,¹⁵ which can therefore block the electron transfer (ET) of Au with redox molecules attached on its end or in solution due to the long distance effect.¹⁶ However, efficient electron tunneling can take place between Au and the immobilized conducting materials, such as metal nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes, and graphenes,¹⁵,¹⁷ mainly because they have much higher density of states than the redox molecules. An excellent analysis on this can be found in recent literature by Chazalviel et al.¹⁷ Thus, the voltammetric responses of the present r-GO electrodes...
would be predominantly determined by the interfacial electrochemical processes at the immobilized single r-GO flakes.

In addition to providing a way to study the intrinsic electrochemistry of individual r-GO sheets, the present approach also offers a straightforward alternative to fabricate planar carbon electrodes of submicrometer and nanometer dimensions, which are appreciated due to their capability of probing fast heterogeneous ET kinetics and nanoscopic charge transport dynamics. Currently, such small electrodes are usually fabricated by shielding thinned metal/carbon wires with glass or polymers, which could lead to electrode recession and insulation defects.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Chemicals, apparatus, and measurement details are given in the Supporting Information (SI, sections 1 and 2).

2.1. Preparation of r-GOs. The GOs were prepared according to the modified Hummers method (SI, section 3). The r-GOs were prepared by using a combined chemical and thermal reduction of GOs. Briefly, the r-GO sample was first dispersed in doubly deionized water and then centrifuged and washed with ethanol and ultrapure water, respectively, for 3 min and then cleaned in Piranha solution (30% H2O2/concentrated H2SO4, 1:3 v/v). They were electrochemically polished by consecutive potential cycling between −0.40 and 0.9 V (Hg/Hg2SO4) at 0.05 V/s in 0.5 M H2SO4 until a characteristic cyclic voltammogram of a clean Au surface was obtained.

Immobilization of r-GO flakes was achieved by quick dipping of Au/SAM electrodes in r-GO suspensions described above. After rinsed with ultrapure water, the electrode was moved into an electrochemical cell containing a solution of 10 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 in 1 M KCl to check whether the electrode gave a reduction wave not seen on the Au/SAM electrode. If not, further quick dipping was performed until the attachment of an r-GO flake. The electrodes thus prepared are denoted as graphene electrodes in the following.

2.2. Preparation of Size-Selected r-GO Suspensions. To prepare size-selected r-GO suspensions, the r-GO sample obtained from thermal annealing was subjected to a size fractionation process involving high-speed centrifugation and successive ultrafiltration (Scheme 1). First, 10 mg r-GOs were dispersed in 100 mL DMF and vigorously disrupted under ultrasound for 15 min. The dispersion was then subjected to high-speed centrifugation under 16 600 rpm for 3 min, which resulted in sedimentation of roughly 80 wt % of the r-GOs. The resulting mixture was kept at 80 °C for 12 h under ultrasonication and was then centrifuged and washed with deionized water repeatedly. After being thoroughly rinsed, the chemically reduced GO product was annealed at 900 °C under Ar gas for ca. 30 min, which is believed to be able to reduce the oxygenated functional groups that cannot be effectively reduced by hydrazine and to repair some defects.

2.3. Fabrication of Graphene Electrodes. The general strategy for electrode fabrication is depicted in Scheme 1. It was started with Au disk electrodes of micrometer and/or submicrometer diameters in borosilicate capillaries (Drummond, 1.0-mm o.d., 0.2-mm i.d.) under vacuum with the help of a Sutter P-2000/G pipet puller. The exposure of Au disks were controlled by carefully polishing with 0.5 μm alumina powders and monitored with the voltammetry for the reduction of 10 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 in 1 M KCl. Only Au electrodes larger than 0.5 μm in diameter were used in following steps to reduce the risk of electrode recession.

SAM-modified Au (Au/SAM) electrodes were formed by soaking Au disk electrodes in C6H5SH solution for at least 48 h at room temperature. Prior to use, the bare Au electrodes were ultrasonicated in ethanol and ultrapure water, respectively, for 3 min and then cleaned in Piranha solution (30% H2O2/concentrated H2SO4, 1:3 v/v). They were electrochemically polished by consecutive potential cycling between −0.40 and 0.9 V (Hg/Hg2SO4) at 0.05 V/s in 0.5 M H2SO4 until a characteristic cyclic voltammogram of a clean Au surface was obtained.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Electrode Fabrication and Characterization. Figure 1 displays the steady-state voltammetric responses of an Au/SAM electrode (curve 1) and four graphene electrodes (curves 2–5) in the solution of 1 M KCl containing 10 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3. Potential scanning rate: 10 mV/s. Inset: limiting current variation in a multidipping experiment (see text for details). Currents are given in dimensionless form.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/voltammogram.jpg)

As indicated by the almost negligible voltammetric current in curve 1, the C6H5SH SAM nearly completely inhibited the ET between the Au electrode and Ru(NH3)6Cl3 in solution. The enlarged plot of curve 1 (Figure S1 of the SI) exhibited a much
lagged variation of current with potential, which further suggested a strong inhibition of the ET kinetics by SAM.

We also ran blank experiments by immersing Au/SAM electrodes in DMF without r-GOs for a few hours. The as-treated Au/SAM electrodes gave almost identical responses to the untreated ones. Thus, the voltammetric responses in curves 2−5 should be due to the reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ at the attached r-GO flakes, rather than through pinholes in SAMs formed during dipping experiments. It is known that the formation of alkanethiol SAMs usually undergoes a crystallization step and leads to a compact and rigid structure due to the strong Au−S bonding interaction and the hydrophobic interaction among the long alkyl chains. The SAM is able to keep its integrity unless under extreme conditions, such as very positive potentials or high temperatures.15

To ensure that only a single r-GO flake is attached on each prepared electrode, we mainly used Au disk electrodes of submicrometer diameter (<1 μm) to attach r-GO flakes in suspension I, and that 1−2 μm in diameters to attach r-GO flakes in suspensions II and III. In addition, the concentrations of the r-GO suspensions were controlled to be very dilute (see section 2.2) and the dipping times of Au/SAM electrodes in the suspensions were controlled to be very short (typically less than 5 s).

Under such conditions, the attachment of an r-GO flake was found to be somewhat random in nature. In most cases, several times of dipping were required for successfully attaching an r-GO flake. The inset of Figure 1 shows the variation of the limiting current given by an Au/SAM electrode of ~0.8 μm diameter in a multipoint dipping experiment using suspension I, with the dipping and voltammetric measurement performed alternatively. In this experiment, the attachment of the first r-GO flake occurred in the second dipping. Upon further three times of dipping, the second r-GO flake was attached. Unless stated otherwise, graphene electrodes described in the following refer to those only the first attachment of r-GO flakes, respectively.

The random nature of the r-GO attachment was also indicated by the varied limiting currents, which represented the sizes of the attached r-GO flakes, in different dipping in the same suspension (Figure 1, curves 2−4). However, the effective diameters of the r-GO flakes estimated from \( I_{\text{lim}} \) roughly fell into the size range for each suspension. This indicates that the r-GOs were effectively separated into different size ranges in the size-selected filtration process, and that in most cases, only a single r-GO was attached in each dipping. AFM images of r-GO flakes from different suspensions (Figure 2) also indicated that their sizes were approximately within the expected ranges.

Due to the fact that the surface roughness of Au substrates was beyond the thicknesses of the SAMs and the attached r-GOs, casting of the dilute suspensions showed that the prepared r-GO flakes were considerably diverse and irregular in shape (Figure 2a−c). In general, the larger flakes looked more round, and the smaller ones were more flat. Interestingly, the smallest flakes in suspension I were found to be predominantly shaped in short ribbons of low aspect ratios (Figure 2a), which was also indicated by the TEM images (Figure S2 of the SI). The lengths and widths of these small r-GOs were typically 130−180 nm and 40−90 nm, respectively. It seems that very small r-GO flakes derived from high temperature annealing tend to have narrow flat geometries.31

The AFM topographic heights of the r-GO flakes on mica surfaces were mostly in the range of 1−3 nm (Figures S3 and S4 of the SI), which can be ascribed to single- and/or few-layer r-GO sheets when considering the intrinsic wrinkles of r-GOs and the adsorption of solvent molecules on them.32 Due to the fact that the r-GOs could undergo restacking in the course of drop-casting due to the hydrophobic interaction, and that the mica surface is very different from SAMs in roughness and charge, the AFM geometric information obtained on a mica surface might not represent the real layer numbers and the exact shapes of the r-GO flakes in suspensions and on electrodes. By employing very dilute suspensions and quick dipping procedures, we expect that the aggregation and restacking could be greatly inhibited in the prepared electrodes.

In addition to r-GO flakes, some dot-like structures were also observed in the AFM images, which should be the assemblies of solvent molecules since they also appeared on mica surface after drop casting of r-GO free DMF (Figure S5 of the SI). Similar dot structures were also seen in AFM images of graphenes by others.33 By purposely choosing small sampling areas, these structures can be excluded when imaging the small r-GO flakes (Figure 2a).

3.2. Heterogeneous ET Kinetics at r-GO Flakes. The heterogeneous ET kinetics at graphene-based materials is not only intrinsic to their electrochemical applications, but is also fundamentally important in understanding the relation between ET kinetics and the electronic structures of electrode materials.8a,34−36 We used Ru(NH3)63+ and Fe(CN)6−3−, two commonly used redox probes with relatively fast and slow ET kinetics, respectively, to probe the heterogeneous ET kinetics at r-GOs.

Figure 3 shows the variation of the half-wave potentials \( E_{1/2} \) as functions of \( I_{\text{lim}} \) on the steady-state polarization curves for the reduction of the two redox probes on r-GO flakes of various sizes. The \( E_{1/2} \) was given with respect to that obtained on the 10 μm Au electrode, at which the two reactions were nearly reversible and therefore the half-wave potentials can be approximately considered the formal potentials \( (E^\circ)^{37,38} \). It should be mentioned that we used the negative going branchs in the cyclic voltammograms (CVs) obtained under a potential scanning rate of 10 mV/s as the polarization curves for kinetic analysis, with the double layer charging background.
was subtracted. As seen in Figure 1, the CVs exhibited some hysteresis between the forward and reverse scans, probably due to the capacitance of the SAM, the defects of r-GOs and the leads. This may result in some errors and uncertainties in kinetic analysis, which, however, would not alter the general trend of the kinetics.

It can be seen that the $E_{1/2}$ became increasingly negative as the $I_{dl}$ were below some small values, indicating the transition from reversible electrode processes to irreversible ones at small r-GO flakes due to increased mass transport (MT) rates, which is the prerequisite for voltammetric determination of ET kinetics.\footnote{57,58} The reversibility transition occurred at $I_{dl}$ of about 0.2 and 0.04, respectively, for Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ and Ru(NH$_3$)$_6^{3+}$, indicating that the latter has much more facile ET kinetics. To gain more insights into the ET kinetics at r-GOs, the polarization curves obtained at r-GO flakes with $I_{dl}$ below 0.04 (those from the suspensions I and II) were used to extract the standard rate constants ($k^o$) of the two redox probes through numerical fitting by using the finite-element method (FEM) under the Comsol Multiphysics package\textsuperscript{22} with ET kinetics described by the Butler–Volmer equation\textsuperscript{37} and the mass transport treated by steady-state diffusion (SI, section 4).

Figures 4 and 5 each show two representative fitting examples for the reduction of Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ and Ru(NH$_3$)$_6^{3+}$, respectively. In these fittings, the r-GO flakes were modeled as disks with effective diameters of $d$ estimated from $I_{dl}$\textsuperscript{o}. For each polarization curve, a range of $k^o$ values were tested, and the best fits and those nearby are given. For electrodes prepared from r-GO suspension I, fittings were also performed with rectangle geometries of different length and width combinations (SI, section 4) and similar $k^o$ values were obtained (Figures S6 and S7 of the SI). This should be due to the fact that the r-GO ribbons in suspension I had very low aspect ratios. The real mass transport rates therefore would not differ significantly from disks of similar sizes.

We found that the polarization curves for the reduction of Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$, on electrodes prepared from both suspension I and suspension II, can be best fitted with a relatively unambiguous value of $k^o$ (Figure 4). For the reduction of Ru(NH$_3$)$_6^{3+}$, however, only the polarization curves on electrodes prepared from r-GO suspension I can be best fitted with a relatively explicit $k^o$, while the polarization curves obtained on electrodes with relatively large r-GO flakes from suspension II in most cases can be fitted with a range of $k^o$ values (Figure 5). This should be due to that the ET kinetics of Ru(NH$_3$)$_6^{3+}$ is too fast, so that the electrode processes at large r-GO flakes remained considerably impacted by the MT, although some deviation from total reversibility did occur. The shifts of polarization curves from the reversible one were not pronounced (e.g., only a few mV in $E_{1/2}$). Therefore, the voltammetric analysis cannot provide an accurate value of $k^o$.

Figure 6 displays the lowest $k^o$ values that can best fit the polarization curves obtained on a number of electrodes prepared from r-GO suspensions I and II for the two ET reactions. For the reduction of Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$, most of the displayed values should represent the real values of $k^o$. For the reduction of Ru(NH$_3$)$_6^{3+}$, however, only those obtained at small r-GOs from suspension I might be reliable, whereas those at the larger flakes merely tell that the $k^o$ was not lower than them. At the small r-GO flakes, $k^o$ of 9–10 cm/s were typically obtained for Ru(NH$_3$)$_6^{3+}$. To reliably measure such fast ET kinetics, electrodes with MT coefficients ($m$) not less than 2 cm/s should be used so that $k^o/m$ is not larger than 5. For an ultramicroelectrode with an effective diameter around 300 nm,
Ru(NH₃)₆³⁺ and Fe(CN)₆³⁻ provided by the voltammetric fittings on r-GO of various sizes.

However, the m should be around 1.0 cm/s ($m = 2D/d$, $D \approx 1 \times 10^{-5}$ cm²/s).

An important question in the electrochemistry of graphene and other sp² carbons such as highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) is the role of surface defects in their electrochemical reactivity. Recent literature on graphene has shown that the edges and defects are more reactive than the basal plane. The poor electrode kinetics on defect-free sp² carbon surfaces has been believed to be due to their low local density of states (DOS) near the Fermi level. The latter can be significantly increased by introducing defects. Similarly, numerous works have suggested that edge plane sites and defects are the predominant origin of electrochemical activity of HOPG. The poor electrode kinetics on defect-free sp² carbon surfaces has been believed to be due to their low local density of states (DOS) near the Fermi level. The latter can be significantly increased by introducing defects. Raman spectra of these small r-GOs exhibited comparable intensities between D and G bands (Figure 7 and Figures S8 and S9 of the SI, where D peak at ~1352 cm⁻¹ is a defect peak due to intervalley scattering and G peak at ~1584 cm⁻¹ is associated with the pristine sp² domains). In addition, these r-GOs also exhibited S3 peaks at 2900–2950 cm⁻¹ (a second-order peak due to the D–G combination) with higher intensity than the 2D peaks around 2650 cm⁻¹. These Raman features indicated that the prepared r-GOs were dominated with defects, which may be responsible for their high activity for heterogeneous ET reactions. It is imaginable that small r-GOs should have undergone severe oxidation, which would therefore be dominated with edges and other defects.

As shown in Figures S8 and S9 of the SI (these spectra were sampled under a lower laser power than that for Figure 7, see SI, section 2.2), the Raman D/G intensity ratios, which represent the ratios of defect sites at edges and boundaries over that in sp² domains, were generally higher for r-GOs from suspension I than those from suspension II, indicating an increase in the defect density in smaller r-GO flakes. Accordingly, it is interesting to note from Figure 6 that the k² values obtained for the reduction of Fe(CN)₆³⁻ at the small r-GOs from suspension I (typically in the range of 0.7–1.0 cm/s) are slightly larger than those obtained on the large r-GOs (around 0.6 cm/s). This seemingly implied that the heterogenous ET kinetics at graphene-based materials is indeed correlated with the defect density. It is worth mentioning that an earlier study by Unwin et al. using Pt nanoelectrodes also showed an apparent size effect in ET kinetics for the Fe(CN)₆³⁻/Fe(CN)₆⁴⁻ couple. A recent study by Unwin and co-workers on HOPG surfaces has also suggested that there are some factors associated with this redox couple which could make the voltammetric analysis complicated.

### 3.3. Diffuse Double Layer Effect on Nanosized r-GOs.

Due to the fact that the size of an electrode dictates the domain of its electrochemical interface, reducing the electrode to nanometer dimensions would result in a significant extension of the diffuse electric double layer (EDL) on the entire interface. This may raise pronounced EDL effects on interfacial ET kinetics and MT dynamics, for example, making the electroneutrality-based treatment of electrochemical MT and the Frumkin treatment of the diffuse EDL effect on ET kinetics break down. Depending on the concentration of the background electrolyte, the thickness of the diffuse EDL varies from a few angstroms to several hundreds of nanometers. Therefore, the electroneutrality-based mass transport may break down at electrodes of a few nanometers when the solution is strongly supported by a background electrolyte, while it could occur at electrodes up to hundreds of nanometers in dilute solutions of redox probes without supporting electrolyte. On this basis, the graphene electrodes obtained from r-GO suspensions I and II can be used to verify the applicability of the electroneutrality-based MT in non-supported solution.

By investigating the steady-state voltammetric responses of graphene electrodes of different sizes for the reduction of Ru(NH₃)₆³⁺ and Fe(CN)₆³⁻ in the presence and absence of 1 M KCl (Figures S10 and S11 of the SI), we summarize in Figure 8 the ratios between the limiting currents in the absence and presence of the supporting electrolyte ($I_L/I_{DL}$), as a function of $I_{DL}$. The values of $I_L/I_{DL}$ quantitatively describe the influence of the supporting electrolyte on the limiting transport rates of the electroactive species. By assuming an electroneutrality-based diffusion and electromigration of the electroactive species and ignoring the diffuse EDL effect, Amatore et al. have derived a theoretical formula for $I_L/I_{DL}$ (eq 1).
dimensions, the voltammetric currents were nearly completely absent of supporting electrolyte. At r-GOs of nanometer depart from the relatively constant values seen at large r-GOs. indicating that the di reasonably with the prediction of eq 1 (the dotted lines), GO the mass transport of the studied redox probes at the large r- respectively, for the reduction of Ru(NH3)6 μ

As discussed earlier, despite the irregularity and variation, the shapes of the relatively large r-GO flakes in the present study are mostly close to disk. Although the smaller flakes are more like ribbons, they have very low aspect ratios. Therefore, the mass transport rates at r-GOs in the present study should not differ significantly from disks of similar sizes, making the kinetic analysis reliable at least in qualitative trend.

As in the case that an r-GO flake may stand on and/or partially intercalate into the SAM, the exposed surface areas would be doubled. As a result, the electrode would give a much larger limiting current than that expected by the geometric size of r-GO. In this case, the mass transport rate would be underestimated when using the dimensionless limiting current I*fl. This might be the reason for the considerable data scattering in the determined k values at small r-GOs (Figure 6). However, this should not prevent us from gaining a qualitative trend in the k variation with the r-GO size.

In the case that the r-GO is fully intercalated in the SAM, the electron transfer and mass transport would be strongly inhibited. In this case, no well-defined sigmoid voltammetric responses would be obtained. In this study, we did not use such voltammetric responses for kinetic analysis.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, high-temperature annealing followed by high-speed centrifugation and size-selected ultrafiltration has enabled us to separate r-GO flakes of submicrometer and nanometer sizes from the large ones. These ultrasmall flakes can be used to construct nanometer and submicrometer graphene electrodes by using SAM-modified Au electrodes of appropriately small sizes as supports to attach individual flakes in their dilute suspensions. The fabricated graphene ultramicroelectrodes can be used to study the fast heterogeneous ET kinetics at r-GOs and the nanoscopic charge transport dynamics at electrochemical interfaces.
Numerical fittings of the voltammetric responses of the fabricated graphene electrodes with nanometer-sized r-GO flakes have shown that the k$^2$ values of Ru(NH$_3$)$_5$Cl$_2^-$ and Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ could be as high as 9–10 cm/s and 0.7–1.0 cm/s respectively, which are similar to that observed at metal electrodes but much higher than those reported at basal planes of HOPG and graphene. The high electrochemical ET activity on these small r-GOs may be explained in terms of their defect-dominant nature, as revealed by the Raman spectroscopic results. Furthermore, an accordant increase in the Raman defect density and k$^2$ with the decreased r-GO sizes has been observed, which seemingly further stresses the correlation between the ET activity and the defect density at carbon surfaces.

The voltammetric responses of the fabricated graphene electrodes in the absence of supporting electrolyte show enhanced and inhibited limiting transport currents for the reduction of Ru(NH$_3$)$_5$Cl$_2^-$ and Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ respectively, as expected from the coupled electromigration–diffusion transport. As the tethered r-GO electrodes in the absence of supporting electrolyte show observed, which seemingly further stresses the correlation trans-
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1. Chemicals

N-dodecanethiol (C₁₂H₂₅SH) and Ru(NH₃)₆Cl₃ were purchased from Aldrich. N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), K₃Fe(CN)₆ and KCl were purchased from National Pharmaceutical Group Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). All chemicals are analytical grade. The C₁₂H₂₅SH solution was prepared by dissolving it in ethanol and the concentration was 5mM.

2. Characterizations and Measurements.

2.1 AFM Measurements. The AFM images were obtained under the tapping mode of 1024×1024 pixel resolution (Benyuan-CSPM5500, China), and analyzed with CSPM Console software (Benyuan-CSPM5500, China). The samples for AFM observation were prepared by drop-casting suspensions on freshly cleaved mica surface.

2.2 Raman Measurements. The Raman spectra were taken with a laser-micro-Raman spectrometer (Renishaw in via, Renishaw). The excitation laser had a wavelength of 532nm. The laser spot size was around 2µm. To prepare samples for Raman measurements, a piece of SiO₂-coated substrate was immersed in r-GO suspension of DMF and pulled slowly by the tilt of 45º, and then dried at a 100°C on a hotplate.

Two kinds of laser powers, 30 mW and 10mW respectively, were used to sample Raman spectra. The spectrum shown in Figure 7 was sampled with a 30 mW power, while the spectra in Figures S8 and S9 were obtained using a 10mW power. We found that sometimes the samples could be destroyed in relatively high laser power, probably due to that our r-GO flakes had very small sizes and were distributed mostly as individual flakes on substrates. With the lower power, the obtained Raman signals had relatively low signal/noise ratios, so that the 2D peak was not clearly seen. However, the characteristic G and D bands (where the D peak is a defect peak due to intervalley scattering and G refers to the graphene G peak) were clearly seen at ~1584 and ~1352 cm⁻¹, respectively. The spectra obtained using higher power clearly showed the weak 2D and S3 peak.

2.3 Electrochemical Measurements. Electrochemical measurements were performed on CHI900B
electrochemical workstation with an Ag/AgCl (3.0M NaCl) electrode as counter electrode and reference electrode. Solutions for electrochemical measurements were prepared using ultrapure water and purged with argon prior to each experiment.

3. Preparation of Graphene Oxides (GOs)

GOs were prepared according to the modified Hummers method. Briefly, graphite powder (2 g, Sigma-Aldrich) was mixed with 115 mL of concentrated sulfuric acid in a 1000 mL round-bottom flask. Next, 1 g of NaNO₃ was added to the mixture and allowed to stir at room temperature. The flask was then placed in an ice bath. KMnO₄ (15g) was slowly added to the mixture under vigorous agitation, and the reaction temperature was kept below 20 °C. The solution was then heated at 35-40 °C for 24 h with gentle stirring, during which the mixture became more and more viscous with color gradually changing from dark green to reddish brown. After cooling with an ice bath, the slurry was diluted with 250 ml deionized water to terminate the reaction. The color of the mixture immediately turned to bright yellow following the treatment with 10 ml of 30 wt.% H₂O₂ to reduce the insoluble manganese species to Mn²⁺ ions. The suspension was centrifuged and washed with deionized water repeatedly. Finally, the product was subject to ultrasonic exfoliation and then lyophilized to obtain fluffy GO powder.

4. Numeric Fittings

We considered the outer-sphere one-electron reduction of electroactive species O to the product R at disk electrodes of effective diameter d and/or ribbon electrodes of different length and width combinations.

4.1 Disk Electrodes. The mass transport at disk electrodes were described with the steady-state Fick’s diffusion equation in cylindrical coordinate system (Eq S1), in which r and z are the radial and normal distances respectively from the center of the disk electrode, Jᵢ and Dᵢ are the flux and diffusion coefficient of species i, and F is Faraday’s constant.

\[
\nabla \cdot J_i = -D_i \left( \frac{\partial^2 c_i}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial c_i}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial^2 c_i}{\partial z^2} \right) = 0 \quad (S1)
\]

The boundary conditions used to solve Eq S1 are given in Eqs S2-S7, in which j is the current density, \( m_j \) is an integer constant taking values of −1 and +1 respectively for species O and R. In the simulations, we set the bulk (\( \infty \)) as \( z > 1000d \) and \( r > 1000d \).

\[
\left( \frac{\partial c_i}{\partial z} \right)_{z=0, r<d/2} = \frac{m_j j}{FD_i} \quad (S2)
\]

\[
\left( \frac{\partial c_i}{\partial z} \right)_{z=0, r>d/2} = 0 \quad (S3)
\]

\[
\left( \frac{\partial c_i}{\partial z} \right)_{z=\infty, r=\infty} = 0 \quad (S4)
\]
\[
\left( c_o \right)_{z=0, r=0} = 5 \text{ mM} \quad (\text{S6})
\]

\[
\left( c_R \right)_{z=0, r=0} = 0 \quad (\text{S7})
\]

The current density \( j \) can be related to the potential and concentrations at electrode surface through the Butler-Volmer equation (S8). The total current \( I \) can be obtained with Eq S9. The transfer coefficient \( \alpha \) was assumed to be 0.5.

\[
\begin{aligned}
    j &= F k^0 \left( c_o e^{-\frac{E}{RT} (E - E^0)} - c_R e^{(1-\alpha) \frac{E}{RT} (E - E^0)} \right) \quad (\text{S8})
    \\
    I &= \int_0^{d/2} 2\pi r j dr \quad (\text{S9})
\end{aligned}
\]

4.2 Ribbon Electrodes. The ribbon electrodes were modeled with a rectangle with length of \( l \) and width of \( w \) (Figure S0). The mass transport was described with the steady-state Fick’s diffusion equation in Cartesian coordinate system (Eq S10). The boundary conditions and parameters used to solve Eq S10 were similar to that for solving Eq S1.

![Figure S0. The geometry used in simulating ribbon electrodes.](image)

\[
\nabla \cdot J = -D \left( \frac{\partial^2 c_i}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 c_i}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 c_i}{\partial z^2} \right) = 0 \quad (\text{S10})
\]

The current at ribbon electrodes were obtained according to Eq S11.

\[
I = \int_{-l/2}^{l/2} \int_{-w/2}^{w/2} j dx dy \quad (\text{S11})
\]

For ribbon electrodes, a polarization curve could be fitted with different \((w, l, k^0)\) combinations. We showed two limiting combinations for each the polarization curve in Figures S6 and S7, namely, \((w, l, k^0)_1\) containing the smallest possible \(w\) and the largest possible \(l\) and \((w, l, k^0)_2\) containing the largest possible \(w\) and the smallest possible \(l\) seen in AFM observations. For \(w\) smaller than that in \((w, l, k^0)_1\) or larger than that in \((w, l, k^0)_2\), no \(l\) within the AFM-observed range could be found to fit the limiting current. The \(k^0\) values in the two given combinations should represent its upper and lower limits respectively. In fact, the
two combinations gave nearly identical $k^0$ due to that the r-GO ribbons prepared in this study had very small aspect ratios and relatively narrow distributions in $w$ and $l$. Due to the same reason, similar $k^0$ values were obtained by fitting these polarization curves with disk geometry.

It should be pointed out that the theoretical treatments for ribbon/band microelectrodes can be found in the literature. However, the models in most of the existing literature were developed for band electrodes with very high aspect ratios, that is, $l >> w$. The small r-GO flakes in present study had very low aspect ratios, i.e., the length and width are comparable in dimension. Therefore, they cannot be treated with the existing models in the literature.

5. Supporting Figures

![Figure S1](image1.png)

**Figure S1.** Cyclic voltammograms of a Au/SAM electrode in the solution of 1 M KCl containing 10 mM Ru(NH$_3$)$_6^{3+}$. Potential scanning rate: 10 mV/s. (Enlarged plot of curve 1 in Figure 1 in the paper.)

![Figure S2](image2.png)

**Figure S2.** Representative TEM images of r-GO flakes in suspension I. The sample was prepared by drop casting of dilute r-GO suspension on the carbon film supported by Cu grid. Some restacking of r-GO flakes might have occurred during the sample preparation processes.
**Figure S3.** AFM height profiles for r-GO flakes in suspension I measured along the width direction.

**Figure S4.** AFM height profiles for r-GO flakes in suspension II.

**Figure S5.** AFM images of the solvent assemblies on mica obtained by drop-casting DMF free of r-GO.
Figure S6. Fitting examples for the polarization curves obtained on graphene electrodes prepared from r-GO suspension I for the reduction of 10 mM Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ in 1 M KCl by assuming the r-GO flakes have rectangle shapes.

Figure S7. Fitting examples for the polarization curves obtained on graphene electrodes prepared from r-GO suspension I for the reduction of 10 mM Ru(NH$_3$)$_6^{3+}$ in 1 M KCl by assuming the r-GO flakes have rectangle shapes.

Figure S8. Representative Raman spectra of r-GO in suspension I sampled at laser power of 10 mW. The corresponding D/G intensity ratios are also given.
Figure S9. Representative Raman spectra of r-GO in suspension II sampled at laser power of 10 mW. The corresponding D/G intensity ratios are also given.

Figure S10. The voltammetric responses of graphene electrodes for the reduction of 10 mM Ru(NH$_3$)$_6^{3+}$ in the presence (red dash lines) and absence (black solid lines) of 1 M KCl respectively. The numbers in the figures indicate the effective diameters by assuming that the r-GO flakes are in disk shapes.

Figure S11. The voltammetric responses of graphene electrodes for the reduction of 10 mM Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ in the presence (red dash lines) and absence (black solid lines) of 1 M KCl respectively. The numbers in the figures indicate the effective diameters by assuming that the r-GO flakes are in disk shapes.
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